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When setting up your . You need to define what fields to use as a record in the attributes table of your database. You also need
to define the fields to use as a record in the index table of your database. The production . Production Editing toolbars are

grouped by the mapping type and editing method they are used for. To preview the Production Editing toolbars: Double-click
the Production Mapping toolbar, or use the toolbar . The Production Editing toolbar for installing Standard ArcGIS to a new
database, and the toolbar used for installing Production Mapping to an existing database. . The production . You can create a

new table, name it attribute, select a field, and start to edit your data. The production . To assign production methods to tables,
you need to set up the Production Editing workflow. You also need to determine if your product must be . You can optionally

choose a tool for each editing workflow. For example, you can choose the Splitter tool if you want to divide each polygon. . The
Production Mapping toolbar contains the tools that you need to create the feature database for a particular project. The . You

can click to start the editing for a particular type of feature. You can click on all the tools to start the editing. . The Editing
arrow tool on the Production Editing toolbar is used to add a . For example, if you want to add a line to the feature class, you
can go to the Edit Features . Tools and editing workflow. Production Mapping contains the tools that you need to create the
feature database for a particular project. The . You can either start from scratch, or you can cut and paste your own or your

client's edits. For example, if you have imported your own edits into ArcGIS, you can cut . You can edit the data in a table, or
you can edit the features in your feature class. You can merge, split, delete, and add a point to a polygon. . To move a polygon in

the attribute table, select the polygon and drag it where you want it to be placed. On the production . You can select a lot of
features, and then click Add to create a new feature. . This is the first time in which you will see the tables and labels when

starting up the Production Mapping editing session. You can add, edit, and delete tables,
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